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Abstract: -- Outlier detection in high dimensional data becomes an emerging technique in today’s research in the area of data mining. It 

attempts to find objects that are considerably unrelated, unique and inconsistent with respect to the majority of data in an input database.  It 

also poses various challenges resulting from the increase of dimensionality.  Due to the “increase of dimensionality,” distance becomes 

meaningless. Hubness is an aspect for the increase of dimensionality pertaining to nearest neighbors which has come to an attention. This 

survey article, discusses some important aspects of the hubness in detail and presents a comprehensive review on the state-of-the-art 

specialized algorithms for unsupervised outlier detection for high dimensional data and role of hubness. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

An outlier is an observation which appears to be inconsistent 

with the remainder of that set of data. In data mining, detection 

of outliers is more interesting and an important research area. 

Many applications which apply outlier detection are Fraud 

detection for credit card, Loan application processing, Intrusion 

detection cyber-security, Network performance, insurance or 

health and so on. Most of these applications are high 

dimensional which means that data can contain hundreds of 

dimensions. Moreover in high dimensional space, the data is 

sparse. The sparsity of high dimensional data denotes that every 

point is an almost equally good outlier [1]. Many algorithms 

have been proposed in recent years for handling such a problem. 

This paper focuses a broad overview of extensive research on 

outlier detection techniques for high dimensional data and a role 

of hubness. 

The various sections to be discussed are categorized in the 

following order:   an introduction to the outlier detection is 

explained in Section 2, various outlier detection techniques for 

high dimensional data in Section 3, and Section 4 provides a 

detailed introduction to the phenomenon of hubness and also 

examines how hubness is used in various techniques. Finally the 

chapter is concluded in Section 5. 

2. OUTLIER DETECTION 

Outlier (anomaly) detection refers to the process of finding 

patterns that do not conform to standard behavior. These non-

conforming patterns are often referred to as anomalies, outliers, 

exceptions in different application domains.  

There are three categories of outliers: 

1. Point Outliers: If specific data instance is considered as 

inconsistent with respect to the rest of data, then the instance is 

stated as a point outlier. 

 

 

2. Context Outlier: If a data instance is inconsistent in a specific 

context, then it is stated as a contextual outlier. 

3. Collective Outlier:  If a collection of related data instances is 

inconsistent with respect to the entire data set, it is     stated as a 

collective outlier [2]. 

Outliers can also be categorized into vector, sequence, trajectory 

and graph outliers etc., depending on the type of data from 

where outliers can be detected. 

Vector outlier:      Vector outliers are detected from vector like 

representation of Data such as the relational database. 

Sequence outlier:  In many applications, data are existing as a 

sequence. A good example is the computer system Call log. 

Trajectory outlier: Recent developments in satellites and 

tracking facilities utilize a huge amount of trajectory data of 

moving objects. For eg.  Animal movement data. 

Graph outlier:  Graph outliers are graph entities that are strange 

from their Peers. Examples are nodes, edges and sub graphs [3]. 

 The labels of a data instance represent if that instance 

is normal or Anomalous. Depending on the labels connected the 

data instance, anomaly detection techniques can be in one of the 

following three modes: 

 

Supervised anomaly detection. Techniques trained in supervised 

mode assume the availability of a training data set which has 

labeled instances for normal as well as anomaly class.  

Semi-Supervised anomaly detection. Techniques that operate in 

a semi supervised mode, assume that the training data has 

labeled instances for only the normal class. Since they do not 

require labels for the anomaly class, they are more widely 

applicable than supervised techniques.  

Unsupervised anomaly detection. Techniques that operate in 

unsupervised mode do not require training data, and thus are 

most widely applicable [2].  
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Among these categories, unsupervised methods are 

more widely applied [4], because the other categories require 

accurate and representative labels that are often expensive to 

obtain. [4] Shows that unsupervised methods can detect outliers 

which are more pronounced in high dimensions, under the   

assumption that all (or most) data attributes are meaningful, i.e. 

not noisy. 

3. OUTLIER  DETECTION FOR HIGH 

DIMENSIONAL DATA 
There are many applications in high dimensional 

domains in which data contain dozens or even hundreds of 

dimensions. In high dimensional space, the data are sparse and 

the idea of proximity fail to achieve their effectiveness. This is 

due to the increase of dimensionality that concentrates the high 

dimensional data tend to be equi-distant to each other as 

dimensionality increases. 

To face the challenge associated with high data dimensionality, 

two different categories of work is to be conducted. The first 

category of methods project the high dimensional data to lower 

dimensional data. Dimensionality detection techniques such as 

Principle Component Analysis (PCA), Independent component 

Analysis (ICA), singular value Decomposition (SVD) etc. can 

be applied to the high dimensional data before outlier detection 

is performed.. Second category is to redesign the mechanism to 

accurately capture the proximity relationship between data 

points in the high dimensional space [3]. 

The earlier research methods for unsupervised outlier detection 

in high dimensional data are discussed below. 

Since the distance based method for outlier detection 

is not effective due to various noise in high dimensional data [5] 

utilizes an approach named ABOD (Angle Based Outlier 

Detection) which uses the variance of angles between the points 

as an outlier degree with the assumption that angles are more 

stable than distances Also compares ABOD with the distance-

based method LOF for a real world data set to show that ABOD 

to perform well on high-dimensional data. 

The paper [6] proposes method for finding distance-

based outliers based upon the k nearest neighbor points. To 

calculate the number of data points falling, two algorithms such 

as nested loop join and index join algorithms are used. Also 

partition-based algorithm is used. This algorithm   divides the 

data set into different subsets  and then cuts entire partitions 

rapidly as it is determined that they cannot contain outliers.  

Distance based method to deal with the problem of 

finding outliers for k dimensional data sets where k >=5 is 

focused in paper [7]. Applying three algorithms such as index 

based, nested loop based, and cell based, authors come to the 

conclusion that cell based is for k<=4 and nested loop is the 

choice for k>=5 and also finds that there is no limit on the size 

of the dimensions. 

The approach used in [8] is based on the relationship 

between k- Nearest Neighbor and Reverse Nearest Neighbor 

which involves two phases. First phase is dealing with the 

problem of finding a query point using kNN.The second step 

introduces Boolean Range Query which checks the existence of 

a point in a given region can be used for RNN queries problems. 

Density based local outlier is identified in [9] with the 

help of LOF for many KDD (Knowledge discovery in 

databases) applications, such as detecting criminal activities in 

E-commerce, finding the rare instances or the outliers. Author 

introduces LOF (Local outlier factor) which is local meaning 

that it considers only the restricted neighborhood. Also proves 

that LOF is useful for finding the meaningful outliers in real 

world dataset. 

A new method (LOCI—Local Correlation Integral 

method) for finding outliers in large, multidimensional data sets 

is recognized in [10] which Introduces the multi-granularity 

deviation factor (MDEF), to detect both remote outliers as well 

as outlying clusters and proposes a method which is associated 

with MDEF to check the existence of an outlier point by 

comparing MDEF value with local average. It is automatic and 

can be computed quickly. 

LDOF (Local Distance-based Outlier Factor) approach 

[11] to handle KDD applications, measures the outlier-ness of an 

object. LDOF uses the relative location of an object to its 

neighbors to determine the degree to which the object deviates 

from its neighborhood. According to its violation degree the 

outlier is found. The neighborhood size is chosen only by 

analyzing the properties of LDOF. Top n technique is also 

established here to simplify the parameter setting. Also proves 

that it remains stable even for large range of neighborhood sizes 

compared to top-n KNN and top-n LOF. 

The approach used in this paper [12] is to standardize 

the computation of an outlier score for each database object and 

introduces a LoOP (Local Outlier Probability) outlier detection 

model which is the combination of the idea of local, density-

based outlier scoring with a probabilistic, statistically-oriented 

approach. This method is formulated to provide an outlier score 

which is in range of [0, 1].This is ease with which outlier score 

can be computed and interpreted for the comparison of datasets. 

Improved K-means technique for outlier detection in 

high dimensional dataset is explored in [13]. This paper solves 

the finding of outlier detection by applying the existing Clique 

method for high dimensional dataset to generate subspace and 

then the improved k-means algorithm is applied on generated 

subspaces for identifying outliers. 

A hybrid approach for outlier detection in high 

dimensional data by combining both density based and distance 

based approach is identified in [14] so that it can take the 

benefits of both density and distance based clustering methods. 

DBSCAN (Density based Spatial Clustering Application with 

noise) a density based technique and k-means are combined in 

this hybrid approach. 

An efficient outlier detection methods has been proposed in [15] 

which is based on fuzzy c means clustering using Artificial Bee 

colony algorithm. Fuzzy clustering is used to choose the cluster 

heads, ABC to select the members of the clusters. When the 

ABC-FCM algorithm is first performed, it is found that the 

small clusters are the outlier clusters. Other outliers are then 

determined based on computing differences between objective 

functions values when points are temporarily removed from the 

data set. If a noticeable change occurred on the objective 

function value, the points are considered. 
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            Reverse nearest neighbors count is recognized in 

unsupervised distance-based outlier detection [4]. The concept 

of hubness is introduced here and explores the interplay of 

hubness and data sparsity. Outier detection methods are 

implemented based on the properties of antihubs. The 

relationship between dimensionality, neighborhood size, and 

reverse neighbors are taken into account for the effectiveness of 

the mod 

            When the above outlier detection methods are analyzed, 

recent research proves that the concept of hubness is extensively 

tend to be needed for handling the problem of the increase of 

dimensionality in outlier detection for high dimensional data. 

The following section discusses characteristics of hubness and 

hubness based techniques for outlier detection in high 

dimensional data. 

4. HUBNESS BASED OUTLIER 

DETECTION 

4.1 Hubness 

High  dimensionality of data space resulting from the 

increase of dimensionality occur in many domains and face 

challenges for traditional data mining techniques, both in terms 

of effectiveness and efficiency. Main aspect of the increase of 

dimensionality is distance concentration, which denotes the 

tendency of distances between all pairs of points in high 

dimensional data to become almost equal [16]. Hubness is an 

aspect of the increase of dimensionality related to nearest 

neighbors. 

Let D ⊂ Rd be a finite set of n points. For point x ∈ D 

and a given distance or similarity measure, the number of k-

occurrences, denoted Nk(x), is the number of times x occurs 

among the k nearest neighbors of all other points in D. For q ∈ 

(0, 1), hubs are the ⌈nq⌉ points x ∈ D with the highest values of 

Nk(x) [4]. 

It has been shown that hubness, as a phenomenon, 

appears in high-dimensional data as an inherent property of high 

dimensionality [4]. 

4.2 Role of Hubness in machine learning  

 Recently several papers considered the consequence of 

hubness in high dimensional data on different data mining and 

machine learning tasks [16] [18-20]. If we survey the origin of 

hubness phenomenon, it mainly proves that it is an essential 

property of high dimensional vector space, and it explore its 

effect on applications based on measuring distances in vector 

spaces, notably classification, clustering and information 

retrieval[18]. 

[16] Explores the aspect of the increase of 

dimensionality that is demonstrated through the usage of the 

concept known as hubness and thoroughly examines the 

emergence of it and shows that it is an intrinsic property of high 

dimensional data. Subsequently [16] utilizes the effect of 

hubness on lot of machine learning tasks belonging to 

supervised, semi supervised and unsupervised learning families 

and also discusses the interaction of hubness with 

dimensionality reduction. 

Clustering is the process where similar elements are 

grouped together. This process becomes hard when the sparse of 

data is high especially in high dimensional data and does not 

distinguish the distance between the data points properly. In [20] 

the authors successfully explore the concept of hubness in 

clustering high dimensional data by using point hubness scores 

to guide the search, but choose a centroid-based cluster at the 

end. With this concept they propose an algorithm called Global 

hubness-proportional K-means (GHPKM) also compares the 

proposed algorithm to kernel K-means and one standard density-

based method, GDBScan. Finally proves that the proposed 

algorithm is more robust than the others. 

The existence of hubness phenomenon and its 

applications are comprehensively experimented also in other 

application fields like music retrieval[21] and 

classification[16][19][22-24][28-30], image feature 

representation[25], data reduction[16][26], collaborative 

filtering[27] and Text retrieval[17]. 

Paper [22] presents various fuzzy measures for k 

nearest neighbor classification especially designed for high 

dimensional data with the usage of the concept known as 

hubness which express fuzziness of elements appearing in k 

neighborhoods of other points. 

4.3 Role of Hubness in outlier detection 

In Recent research, various papers discussed the 

influence of so called hubness in high-dimensional data on 

different data mining outlier detection tasks. Papers which 

concentrates on hubness is given below. 

The concept of hubness is observed in [14], which 

affects reverse nearest-neighbor counts, i.e. k-occurrences. 

Hubness is demonstrated with the increase of the    

dimensionality of data, causing the distribution of k-occurrences 

to become skewed. So hubs very frequently become members of 

k-NN lists and, at the same time, antihubs become infrequent 

neighbors. 

[31] explores a new important feature of the curse 

concerning to the distribution of k-occurrences (the number of 

times a point appears among the k nearest neighbors of other 

points in a data set) and shows that, as dimensionality increases, 

this distribution becomes considerably skewed and hub points 

emerge (points with very high k-occurrences) And also observes 

the importance of hubness and finds that it is an essential 

property of high dimensional data. 

Identifying unsupervised outliers especially in high 

dimensional data becomes a tedious procedures. The paper [32] 

proposes a new approach for unsupervised outlier detection in 

high dimensional data. Antihub phenomenon is introduced to 

tackle high dimensional data and an algorithm Recursive 

Antihub2 extending Antihub2 is constructed to reevaluate the 

outlier score of a point by considering Nk scores of the 

neighbors of x in addition to Nk(x) itself. Also proves that this 

new algorithm improves the computational complexity with 

reduced number of iterations. In paper [4] also, hubness take 

place major role in finding unsupervised outliers in high 

dimensional data. 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the survey is discussed with different ways in 

which problem of unsupervised outlier detection for high 
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dimensional data has been formulated in literature and have 

attempted to provide an overview of huge literature on various 

techniques. Implementation of high dimensional data in most of 

the applications become an issue nowadays due to increase of 

dimensionality. Hubness is the recently known concept for 

handling the problems related with the increase of 

dimensionality and it is understood that it is an intrinsic property 

of the data where dimension is high. So the role of hubness has 

been examined in this paper. Also reviewed some of the recent 

advancements in unsupervised outlier detection for dealing with 

more complex high dimensional data with the usage of hubness. 

Outlier detection for high dimensional data is a fast growing 

emerging technique of today’s research and more new methods 

regarding this technique will emerge in the future. 
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